Introduction
The purpose of this study is to find declination values using simple lookup tables for Declinations and the Secular Variations with two-dimensional interpolation method rather than the complex equations and huge Gauss coefficients of WMM. In addition, the last goal of this work is to implement DMC with small capacity memory which can be store the simple lookup tables and can be relatively low-priced system. The coverage of target system is focused on the coastal waterways of Korea including the area of Latitude 32° to 40° North and Longitude 122° to 133° East.
Theoretical Background

Mathematical Model of WMM
The geomagnetic potential  , described in the 
where:
 is radius from the center of Earth.
 denotes the colatitude(90 degree -Latitude).
 is Longitude.
  denotes the mean radius of Earth.
   and    are Gauss coefficients at time  . 
Geomagnetic Components
The Earth's magnetic field   in spherical coor- 
where: 
Coordinate Transformation
The three geomagnetic components in Eqs. (1) 
where: From the three rectangular components in Eqs.(7)∼(9), it is possible to construct following parameters:
  ,   and  are the horizontal intensity, the total intensity and Declination, respectively. The determination procedures for the     can be divided into five steps as follows:
Declination Interpolations
Step 1: Prepare Declination Lookup Tables(DLT) using Eq. (12) Step 2: Find     as shown in Fig. 1(a) by interpolation method with the four point declinations,
Step 3: Find     as shown in Fig. 1(c) by interpolation method with the four point declinations,
Step 4: Find the annual change rate of declinations, called Secular Variation(SV), and it is differences between     and    .
Step 5: Finally, determine     using the interpolation theory as shown in the below.
The key idea of this interpolation procedure is to perform linear interpolation first in the declination     and again in the declination     , then after find
Interpolation Theory
In In this study, thus, Bilinear interpolation method is used to determine     at desired time   as shown in Fig.   1 (b), and it can be expressed as follows:
where:     and     can be found using linear interpolation expansion of the following form:
 and  are corresponding values to  and to , respectively. In addition, the two components laid on the rectangular coordinates in Fig. 1 
Simulation Tests and Evaluation Results
To verify the applicability of proposed interpolation method using DLT and SVT, simulation tests with the location data in Table 3 and the decimal year data in Table 4 are carried out. In addition to the simulation tests, the anal- Table 3 and in Table 4 Table 4 The data set of desired years for interpolation tests 
Conclusions
The Declination interpolation method using lookup tables In summary, the declination interpolation method, proposed in this study, can be useful method in the application of Digital Magnetic Compass. 
